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PNEUMATIC DRILLING MACHINE FOR LINE BORING LINE DRILLER TT13LDPN

€2 .045,45 (excl. VAT)

The Line Driller is the affordable solution for your line boring, with a 2 HP induction motor and a module of
13 bores at a time. Pneumatic operation with foot pedal.

SKU: 0LD13PNE
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The Line Driller is the affordable solution for your line boring!

The machine has a powerful 2 HP induction motor with a module of 13 bores at a time, each with a spacing of
32 mm, with pneumatic operation with foot pedal. The aluminum guides have convenient flip stops with a fine
adjustment for setting the edge distance. 2 positioning pins are also provided, so you can work quickly, as well

as 2 clamping springs that hold the plate in place during drilling. The boring depth can be adjusted.
A module (adapter) for hinge boring (Blum, Hettich or Salice), which can easily be installed, is also available as

an option.
As a standard, the machine comes with a floor stand and a large 800 x 400 mm work table.

PRODUCT INFORMATION

Powerful 2 HP induction motor
Rotation speed of spindle: 2850 rpm

Pneumatic operation with pedal
Module of 13 drill heads (7 right + 6 left)

Aluminum guides, equipped with handy flip stops with fine adjustment
Easy-to-assemble module for hinge boring

Floor stand with large work surface (800 x 400 mm) at the top
Adjustable boring depth (up to 32 mm)

The machine is supplied without the adapter for hinge boring
Drills are not included
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Adapter for hinge boring (Blum, Hettich or Salice) (optional)

DESCRIPTION

The Line Driller is the affordable solution for your line boring! The machine has a powerful 2 HP induction motor
with a module of 13 bores at a time, each with a spacing of 32 mm, with pneumatic operation with foot pedal.

The aluminum guides have convenient flip stops with a fine adjustment for setting the edge distance. 2
positioning pins are also provided, so you can work quickly, as well as 2 clamping springs that hold the plate in
place during drilling. The boring depth can be adjusted. A module (adapter) for hinge boring (Blum, Hettich or
Salice), which can easily be installed, is also available as an option. As a standard, the machine comes with a

floor stand and a large 800 x 400 mm work table.

No video available for this product!

DOWNLOADS

No download availble.

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

Weight 94 kg

Dimensions 820 × 353 × 515 cm

Worktable 800 x 400 mm

Voltage 230 V

Line boring 13 spindles (32 mm apart)

Motor 2 PK

Boring depth Up to 32 mm


